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Dear Howard, 

What I've jumt written CIA and 'aims about it are self-explanatory. 

I delay going for my morning walk despite a forecast of 93-degree heat so that 

if tom gets hectic I won t forget what I think you will regard as good news. 
Jim would Like tc use you in dopeafetions if ea use Gepect there is a rand in 

tho spectre cane. I, of course, agree. 

I think you will do very well ...elestioning the Fraziers and the Gallaghers. 

EnZoy it and learn much from it. 

Jim is going to make inquiries of the :fader people, who may have used law 

students iu the past. 

If and when you have time, as I think I've suggestea oefore, seek out some 

profs you think might be eyepathetic to this. 

Your eeehnical knpwledge would be invaluable in this. 

I don t know ho we'll pay for the deposings. We will probably have to move to 

take them by tape recorder. The idea was not rejected in (.A.75-1448. The judge took 

another course. And there is always the off nhance that there might be game help. 

We ars going to note depositions in the King case, 19e6. We agreed on four 

yesterday. Same  problems. 

As you will detect, we are immereed in dirtyworks. 

I 'epee 4ie cuwi overcome the eentivity of a law education and make thin the 

eeutrel izeue as in fact it is. 

I've aaked him to move to etrike the latest Wiseman. affidavit. Re would rather 

have it in the record. I think it will exist for out needs whether or not stricken 

but I'm letting him do it his way. Le may yet change his mind. Be is preparing his 

own affidavit because there is no time for me to do it anu him to go over it me then 

get it notarized. 


